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          As most of the world knows, one week 
into the new presidency, an executive order 
regarding immigration was passed by President 
Trump. Trump did not describe this executive 
order as a Muslim Ban. However, the ban ini-
tially targeted seven different Muslim-majority 
countries and banned entry of people coming 
from these countries into the United States 
for four months. Specifically, these countries 
include Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria 
and Yemen.
        As a result of this change in immigration policy, there was a lot of uproar and several dem-
onstrations from the public. Public discontent extended to people of varying political views, from 
leftists to conservatives, and origins from countless different countries. 
        Additionally, the original executive order was condemned by many political leaders nation-
wide as well. This included former president Barack Obama, who stated that he supports the mass 
vetting orders and warned of a loss of American values at stake. Consequently, federal judges 
of four different states made rulings against parts of the Muslim Ban. These rulings blocked the 
deportation of travelers. John McCain, a Republican senator, referred the executive order “a self-
inflicted wound in the fight against terrorism.” 
         Several other countries made statements regarding the issue at hand. Iraq’s foreign ministry 
has reportedly said that the “United States needs to “reconsider this wrong decision.” Iran’s for-
eign minister referred to the ban as “a great gift to extremists.” Iran will now be taking “reciprocal 
methods” by deferring the issuance of US passports. 
         However, President Trump signed a revised travel ban in early March that attempts to tem-
porarily halt entry to the U.S. for people from six Muslim-majority nations who are seeking new 
visas, though allowing those with current visas to travel freely. The new order was supposed to go 
into effect March 16th. 
        The revision had six to seven major points that were clarified since the last executive order 
concerning the topic. Trump’s objective is to address and clarify the legal issues with the previ-
ous order, which caused confusion at airports, sparked protests around the country and was 
ultimately blocked by federal courts. The revised order is more specific and requires a 90-day ban 
on people from Sudan, Syria, Iran, Libya, Somalia and Yemen. Iraq was taken off from the list of 
countries. A new addition to the order is that those with green cards and visas will not affected by 
the ban. 
          Nevertheless, two federal judges have temporarily blocked this travel ban. One ruling was 
by a Hawaiian judge that caused for the temporary restraint throughout the country. The judge 
believed that the executive order didn’t reach legal standards or requirements and was religiously 
discriminant. Another ruling was by a Maryland judge. who specifically blocked the 90-day ban 
on immigration.  
         Despite the controversy over the justifications of the bans, many still feel angered and out-
raged.  Harborfields junior Lauren Banks said, “I don’t really like to keep up with politics, but I 
feel like this is kinda wrong. It doesn’t make sense to me how we’re allowed to just choose people 
that can’t come because of where they’re from. He can make however many changes he wants to it 
but I’ll never feel comfortable with it.” 
         Junior Haseeb Altaf remarked, “I completely disagree with the executive order, mainly 
because it is targeting people of a certain religion. The president claims his actions are a part of 
his plan to combat terrorism, but research shows that the citizens of the countries affected by this 
initiative have not killed a single American since the seventies.”
          Some Americans feel as though the executive order is contrary to what most consider 
American values. However, some believe it is a necessary step the country needs to take in protec-
tion of our national security. Demonstrations will continue throughout the world until people are 
satisfied with a less seemingly “targeted” solution has been found. 

Outrage over President             
     Trump’s Muslim Ban  
    By Sarah Leveque

           Senior year. The last year that students have to 
spend in high school until they can finally head off 
to college. The question that is posed to many senior 
students is, What’s the point? What’s the point of 
having to spend another year in high school, when 
throughout most of this year, a majority of students 
will already be committed to college. Seniors have 
an absurd amount of free periods in school and 
genuinely gain nothing but trivial information from 
classes. 
          Many students state that their hardest and most 
challenging year in highschool was junior year. I think that most students could agree that ju-
nior year is extremely stressful. This is the year that students have to stay motivated and focused 
to do well academically. Junior year exerts a ridiculous amount of pressure on students.
         Sarah Leveque, a current junior states, “So far this year I have already taken three SAT’S 
and am enrolled in three AP classes. I am also involved in many extracurriculars inside and out-
side of school. My schedule this year is very rigorous.” There are many other students like Sarah 
who are in the same position. Due to all the arduous work that students must put into their 
junior year, they should be able to be done with their high school career following this year.
         According to The Hechinger Report, “Senior year has long troubled educators and policy-
makers, well aware that tests required to graduate often are passed by junior year. The National 
Commission on the High School Senior Year found in 2001 that senior year was “a lost opportu-
nity: a year where we have significant drift and disconnection.”
        Grace Mines, a current senior states, “Last year I worked extremely hard academically. I was 
always motivated, and pushed myself to do as much as I could to always stay on top of things. 
I now know that all of my hard work paid off, because I’ve been accepted to all of the colleges I 
applied to! I’m thrilled about this, but the problem now, is that i have absolutely no motivation 
to work vigorously this year. Since my applications went out, I’ve lost all motivation to try in 
school. Lately, i don’t even see a point in coming to school, since I have numerous free periods 
that fill up my schedule. If I could, I would graduate right now, and end my senior year short.” 
        Katherine Schulten, author of the article, “Should Students Be Allowed to Skip Senior Year 
of High School?” states, “During my many years as a superintendent of schools and more re-
cently as an education consultant, I have noted the large number of highly under scheduled high 
school seniors. Having met their high school graduation requirements, they have chosen, with 
their parents’ and counselors’ permission, to have late school arrivals, multiple lunch periods 
and only two or three classes.”
          Instead of spending a fourth year in high school, students could be doing something more 
meaningful and special the year before they head off to college. According to the article, Should 
Students Be Allowed to Skip Senior Year of High School? “Far superior alternatives to the 
traditional 12th-grade year exist for many students: beginning full-time college earlier, taking 
selected college courses on the college or high school campus, working to pay for college, and 
participating in a volunteer, apprenticeship or service experience.”
        When I asked Cami Dondero (a current senior) if she thought there was any point of senior 
year, she responded by saying, “Even though Senior year can at times be boring, I still think that 
there is a point to it. Colleges can still check grades for students they have accepted, so i think 
staying on top of school work is necessary.” The article Back To School Tips for Your Senior Year 
of High School states, “It’s important that you don’t neglect your school work because colleges 
and universities still check throughout your senior year!”)
          Cami also went on to say that, “Senior year provides a sense closure for students and gives 
us a chance to spend one last, final year with friends and family. It is the last year we have to 
make memories before everyone is headed off in different directions.” The Huffington Post adds 
to this, “Senior year will be an emotional year as you prepare for college and begin to say good-
bye to your school, teachers and friends.” 
        These statements clearly reveal the different, more nostalgic attitudes towards senior year. 
At times, many students want to rush through this year and graduate as fast as they can, but 
students must remember that after this year, their high school career will be completely over. 
Overall, many students could probably graduate early and skip their senior year, but despite this, 
it is highly believed that many students would have an empty feeling, knowing that they did not 
finish off the rest of their high school career with their classmates by their side.

Senior Year?
By Marisa Singer

         What would you do if you weren’t able to be on your phone for an entire day? Would you 
spend more time with your family? Or maybe you would read that book that’s sitting in the corner 
of your room? That is the point of the National Day of Unplugging, to get people to function for a 
day without their beloved cell phones. 
        This year on March 4th, people all around the world took the Unplug Pledge. They are com-
mitting to turn their phones off for an entire twenty four hours. The Reboot organization has come 
up with this day because they believe that “we increasingly miss out on the important moments 
of our lives as we pass the hours with our noses buried in our phones” (Reboot). If we continue to 
keep our eyes glued to our phones then we will miss some of the most beautiful things around us. 
        It seems that in today’s society, instead of living in the moment, we live in the future. We are 
always thinking about taking pictures that we can post on Instagram later or how many people will 
see our Snapchat stories. We aren’t enjoying the moments as they happen. At the end of the day 
you won’t care how many likes you get, you’ll wish you remembered the moment more clearly. 
        Many people believe that this is a good idea and plan on participating next year, even many 
high school students. Senior Kailey Broderick says, “Honestly, I would be lost without my phone. 
It’s bad, I depend on it too much.” Other students like Kailey also agree that they spend too much 
time on their phones and think a day without them would be really good for them, but they don’t 
know when they could and that is where the National Day of Unplugging comes in.
        Some students say that they would get so much more stuff done if they didn’t have their phone 
on them all day. Jack Vaughan says, “I would practice music so much more if I didn’t have my 
phone.” Many believe that there would also be more time for pleasure.
    Hopefully next year there will be many more students who participate in the National Day of 
Unplugging. Maybe there will even be more days dedicated to similar goals. There are many people 
who are looking to their technology free day next year in 2018. 

What was the 
   NationaL  Day of  Unplugging? 
   By Erin Tucker
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            Many people feel that they want new habits, 
whether it’s eating healthier, exercising more, procrastinat-
ing less, or something else. HF Junior Emily Redman says, 
“Good habits turn into lifestyles when they are practiced 
long enough.”  In order to start a new habit, you must take 
the changes slow in the beginning, not trying to change 
your life too much in one day.  Some tips for making habits 
into lifestyles are to stay with them for a while, stick to 
a schedule, separate yourself from temptations, and be 
patient.
            If you stick with  a habit for a month, it will become almost automatic, meaning that you 
will continue doing this habit subconsciously each day without having to remind yourself.  In 
Marisa Singer’s case, she states, “I used to drink Diet Coke almost every day. About a year ago, I 
decided I wanted to start a new habit. I simply decided that every time I usually drank Diet Coke, 
I would replace it with water.  After about a month, it was so easy for me to say no to the Coke and 
take the water instead. Once I got used to this, I started bringing reusable water bottles to school 
every day, which encouraged me to drink even more water. Now, I only drink one can of Diet 
Coke about two or three times a week.”
          Sticking to a schedule means selecting specific time to adhere to your habit each day, which 
trains your brain to automatically keep doing it at that time every day after a little while.  Accord-
ing to Grace Mines, “When you’re trying to change something, you need to start by making a plan 
to do it regularly, so you get used to it. Before you know it, you won’t have to think about it, and it 
will become a part of your life.”
          It is also important to put away anything that tempts you, so that you aren’t constantly re-
minded of it. For example, if you’re trying to eat healthier, it is a good idea to put unhealthy foods 
in a cabinet that you don’t utilize often so that you’re not constantly reminded of them. If you’re 
trying not to procrastinate, you may want to put your phone in a different room or turn off the TV 
and put the remote on a far table. When you don’t see the things you want, it’s easier not to think 
about them!
       Whichever method you’re using to incorporate a new habit into your life, you must be patient 
in waiting for the results. New habits need to be worked on and committed to in order to make 
them into lifestyles. 

Change your Bad Habits into
 Good Habits!By Cameryn Dondero
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New York’s Excelsior Scholarship
By Sarah Leveque

      Nightmares are not as bad a thing 
that people assume. They are just the 
brain’s way of telling you the problems 
you need to focus on in your life. It is also 
just a manifestation of the thoughts in 
your head.                                            
       The causes of these terrifying dreams 
can be from sleep disorders, medical 
conditions, substance abuse, withdrawal 
from medication,  and mental health 
disorders such as depression and anxiety. 
An increase in metabolism can cause 
increase in brain activity, leading to nightmares as well. Many people who have a midnight snack 
tend to experience nightmares. A leading cause to these dreams can also be PTSD,  or post trau-
matic stress disorder. This means that after a tragic event, such as a car accident or injury, people 
will have these scary dreams as a flashback to the unfortunate experience.   Nightmares occur in 
the REM stage of sleep. This stands for the rapid eye movement stage. The stage lasts on average 
about 90-120 minutes around the end of your sleep cycle. It is the third of five stages of the cycle, 
and at this time you are in a very deep sleep. This time of the night is when your brain is most 
active, as seen in the picture above. The blue and red in the diagram indicate an increase in brain 
activity during the REM stage.                  
      Another aspect of nightmares is the treatments. These can be expensive and time consuming, 
but there is simpler solutions. The most common treatment today is stopping a certain medica-
tion use, which would be affecting the brain. Two examples would be antidepressants and narcot-
ics, the most popular medications used that result in nightmares. Also, certain drugs that may be 
used will affect sleeping patterns, which will directly lead to bad dreams. Many people take the 
route of changing medication dosage or prescription to see if this solves the problem. Another so-
lution can also be to start medication usage. Treating sleep disorders such as restless leg syndrome 
and sleep apnea are a shortcut to getting through this tough problem.                    
       Treating improper eating habits are also a regiment to get on as a way to solve this. Something 
as simple as getting on a regular sleep schedule can be one of the best things you can do for your 
body. Waking up around the same time and going to sleep around the same time is a simple task 
that can greatly benefit your body.
       Junior, Nichole Ferro said, “I had sleep apnea when I was younger and took medication for 
it. I don’t remember if I saw a difference in my dream and nightmare patterns.  A final solution 
that could be quite costly is image rehearsal therapy. This is a cognitive behavioral therapy that is 
becoming more popular. You take the memory of your dream and continually practice to substi-
tute that with a better memory that does not scare you. You mentally change the ending of your 
nightmare to a better outcome. Many people at Harborfields did not trust in this practice, but it 
has come to surprise many patients.                           
       After asking Junior, Stephanie Walsh, if she’s ever experienced a series of nightmares she 
responded, “I had a lot of scary dreams during a week I was really stressed out about school. It 
makes sense now because my brain was trying to get me to focus on those issues.” Sophomore, 
Olivia Mahr stated something very similar to Stephanie, saying how, “during regents week I was 
having many nightmares due to the fact that I was very stressed out and over thinking.”        It is 
very difficult to beat the wrath of nightmares and the feelings they cause. With the advances in 
science and medicine it has made it easier to cope with this problem in life and help people get 
through it.                 

 Why do we get Nightmares?  
  By Alexis Tewkbury

          
          This year, for the first time in United 
State’s history, a program providing free tu-
ition for SUNY and CUNY colleges passed in 
New York State. On April 9th, the tuition plan 
was officially passed and approved by the state 
legislature. The tuition plan attempts to ad-
dress the issue of continuously rising fees for 
college education in New York state by mak-
ing college more affordable than ever before. 
The plan’s application starts in Fall 2017 for 
college (SUNY and CUNY) students.
        The Excelsior Scholarship program has many specific requirements. One huge provision is 
the income requirements. The parents of applicants have to make under $100,000 a year to be 
eligible for this tuition plan. Students who take part in this program are required to remain in 
New York for the same amount of years they received the tuition.  
        Andrew Cuomo stated, “If the taxpayers are going to pay for your education and make you 
smart and make you successful, they want to have you here. We want you to stay in New York, 
right? That’s why the taxpayers are investing in you in the first place.” It requires that students 
maintain good grades and graduate on time. If any requirements are broken, the free tuition 
turns into loan.
         Junior Lauren Banks said, “It makes sense that this has so many limits on its accessibility. 
It wouldn’t make sense to get free college in a state if you didn’t have to stay in the state to give 
back.”
         This plan is believed to result in an increase in higher education enrollment, resulting in 
more graduates without the impending doom of student loans that have more of a chance to be 
successful. 
       However, some students and parents find this plan unfair for the simple fact that their 
income exceeds $100,000 a year. Although, each year the income requirement goes up. In 2018, 
the requirement will be under $110,000 and in 2019, it will be $125,000. 
          College Freshmen of SUNY Albany said, “It’s unfortunate that there’s a maximum 
amount of money that parents are allowed to make and if it’s above that you don’t qualify. The 
only good part is that the maximum amount goes up each year and eventually many people 
including myself will qualify, even if it’s for one year.”
          Critics have many issues with the provisions. They believe that students are limited after 
college by forcing them to stay in New York. Some view the free tuition aspect as great, but 
view the requirements as horribly limiting. They believe that the progressive plan should go all 
out and limit it’s requirements. Some feared that the offer limited to SUNY and CUNY school 
would create an issue with private college enrollments, so private colleges received state aid to 
provide a similar, $6,000-a-year tuition break for their students. Other find it extremely unfair 
that students who are enrolled part time do not meet the requirements.
         Wen searching  for a quote, Google revelead this gem: “ If it’s inaccessible to the poor, it’s 
neither radical nor revolutionary .”Critics believe that this plan doesn’t really help the poor at 
all. For low-income students, grant aid typically covers tuition in New York state schools. Since 
this plan only covers the difference and is considered a last resort between tuition and existing 
student aid, low income students benefit least from the plan. However, the plan will indeed 
benefit the upper middle class. 
         Bruce Johnstone, a former SUNY Chancellor states, “It will help a slice of middle-class 
students, but it’s only a slice. If you’re really concerned about students who are not attending 
because of the reality or the perception of unaffordability, this is not the way to help them. 
This is going to cost money, and it will make some parents happy, but I don’t see it moving the 
accessibility needle.”
           Junior Christina Abeltin is one of many who find faults within the program, “If you’re 
too rich, it doesn’t help. If you’re too poor it doesn’t help. It’s almost like you just can’t win.”
      Students at private New York colleges and universities are not eligible for the Excelsior 
Scholarship, but the state budget did include $19 million specifically for tuition assistance for 
private school students. 
          According to SUNY, 80,000 full-time students would be eligible for free tuition, while 
nearly half of them already get tuition free because of existing state and federal grants. It is said 
that close to a million families have college-age students and of those, 7% are eligible.
          Many are excited because they believe that this plan is transformative in the sense that 
many other states will follow New York. This plan has the potential to influence affordable 
education plans nationwide. Although there are many critics and issues that people see with 
the plan, this is the first time in American history that a plan of this stature has been passed 
and is to be implemented. 

Across
6. Largest US airline
7. First name of first 
person to cross Atlantic 
in a plane

Down
1. Female flight attendant
2. most popular and affordable form of transportation in
NYc
3. ship dramatized by James Cameron
4. ABC show about a plane crash feat. Evangeline Lily
5. capital of AustraliaCrossword By
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